Sequestosome 1: mutation frequencies, haplotypes, and phenotypes in familial Paget's disease of bone.
Mutations of the SQSTM1/p62 gene are commonly observed in PDB. Screening an updated sample from Quebec and using previously published data from other populations, we compared frequency estimates for SQSTM1/p62 mutations and haplotype distribution. The P392L mutation was the most prevalent, embedded in two different haplotypes, possibly shared by other populations. We also examined the phenotype and penetrance of P392L. There is accumulating evidence that supports a contribution of genetic factors in the etiology of Paget's disease of bone (PDB), and several genetic loci have been suggested for the disorder. The sequestosome1/p62 (SQSTM1/p62) gene was the first gene identified to have a role in PDB, with 14 mutations reported to date. To evaluate the importance of the SQSTM1/p62 mutations in PDB, we recruited, sequenced, and genotyped a total of 123 carriers from 20 families in addition to 214 unrelated PDB patients. We compared the frequency of SQSTM1/p62 mutations in familial and unrelated cases among different populations. Finally, we examined the phenotypic expression and penetrance of the P392L mutation in the Quebecois families. The 14 mutations reported in SQSTM1/p62 all affect the ubiquitin-associated domain of the protein. The P392L mutation is the most commonly observed mutation in PDB patients and was consistently found in unrelated and familial PDB cases in the populations tested. Analysis of adjacent polymorphisms suggests that P392L is associated with two different haplotypes in the Quebecois patients, similar to what has been observed in European populations. In Quebec, both haplotypes had similar frequencies in unrelated P392L carriers, whereas one haplotype was predominant in the other populations studied. These data suggest that these two haplotypes, possibly introduced by European founders in the Quebecois population, were equally distributed in the succeeding generations. Finally, the P392L mutation is transmitted as an autosomal dominant trait in the Quebecois families, with a high but incomplete penetrance peaking after age 60. The large phenotypic variability and similarity between unrelated and familial cases, respectively, remain unexplained and require further research.